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The landscape of youth & 
volunteer participation in 
Canada and key current and 
future focus areas for Scouting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community / Civic Engagement / Social Capital - Why belonging matters – and what can we learn for the future of ScoutingFrom healthier and more meaningful lives; safer, more resilient and more inclusive communities; flourishing culture and identity and greater community participation; a greater sense of belonging has an extraordinary capacity to transform our lives and our communities. Research from sports and other census data - found that ~40% of Canadians don’t feel like they have a stake in their local community. 
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3Townhall Agenda 
1. Not More Civic Broccoli (~30 minutes)

- The World has changed but… We have huge 
potential if we adapt… quickly.

- Case for Change in Scouting – Strategic Directions

2. Focus & Segmentation
 (Positive) Youth Development – the CP Method!
 Canadian Path Navigator – the Road to Health
 Safe Scouting – learning from incidents
 Coming soon – exciting updates for SY2019/20
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BIGGER VISION

4

The World has 
changed

but…

We have huge 
potential if we 

adapt 



5What keeps me up at night?     ......[Relatively speaking!]

- Is Scouting’s decline a ”local” phenomenon or more societal?
- Regardless, what can we learn and do differently?
- What does it tell us about future trends, headwinds & tailwinds?

Scouts Canada 
Membership



6Perceptions of Scouting
Outdoors, Camping, Badges, Old-Fashioned, Religious, 
Militaristic, Non-diverse, Boys-only, Extinct? 
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A broader decline in civic engagement …
…. declining participation in community programs
The collapse of community & social capital in North America…what happens next……?

Membership Rate in 32 US Chapter-based Associations
(Robert Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community, 2000)

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
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League Bowling

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

The World has changed! We are not the only 
ones impacted – but can we adapt quicker?
Decline in American civic engagement including participation in community programs
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League Bowling

Parent Teachers Association

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

The World has changed! We are not the only 
ones impacted – but can we adapt quicker?
Decline in American civic engagement including participation in community programs
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League Bowling

Parent Teachers Association

32 Chapter-Based Orgs

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

The World has changed! We are not the only 
ones impacted – but can we adapt quicker?
Decline in American civic engagement including participation in community programs
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League Bowling

Parent Teachers Association

32 Chapter-Based Orgs

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

The World has changed! We are not the only 
ones impacted – but can we adapt quicker?
Decline in American civic engagement including participation in community programs
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Generational trends in civic engagement: 
People vote less, join less, and participate less. 

1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

90%

50%

Worked on a Community Project

“Most people can be trusted”

Reads a Newspaper daily

Votes in a Federal Election

Attends a club regularly

Attends church regularly

Interested in politics

Member of a group

1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

90%

50%

Born in Year Born in Year



13US, Global & Society scale trends leading to the 
collapse of community & social capital

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Dual Income Families

Clothes Washer

Dishwasher

Internet

Telephone
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Telephone (Adoption)

Internet (Adoption)

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

US, Global & Society scale trends leading to 
the collapse of community & social capital

Dual Income Families

Canadian Youth (14 and under)

Canadians 65 & older

3,023,350

6,191,920

5,607,345

4,945,060

420,245
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“What we need is not 
civic broccoli – good for 
you but unappealing –

but an updated version of 
Scouting's ingenious 

combination of 
values and fun.”

Putnam proposes a solution to the decline in civic 
engagement, community participation & social capital

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 1968, civic engagement has declined. People vote less, join less, and participate less. He uses bowling leagues as his metaphor. No one belongs to a bowling league anymore. Putnam has a solution to the decline. It starts with youth. He says, "What we need is not civic broccoli - good for you but unappealing - but an updated version of Scouting's ingenious combination of values and fun."



16Arrested the 50 years of decline with 10 years of 
flat membership – but … stalled growth
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Then Now Future

Local Communities
(No Globalization)

Bigger World

Single Income Families Dual-income families
(Volunteerism)

Limited technology Internet & Mobility
(Social Activism)

Sports & clubs Competition, Sport
Widespread Choice

“Equal Rights” 
Movements

Multiculturalism, 
Diversity & Inclusion

Adult-centric Teaching Youth Development
(Canadian Path)

Evolution of Community / Social Capital in N. America
An “unofficial” summary of ‘global’ themes influencing Scout Programming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local World – Bigger World – One World: = Canadian Values & Globalization = less internationalism – more connectivity – more integrationSocial Activism: …. an intentional action with the goal of bringing about social change. If you feel strongly about a cause and are working towards a change, you could be considered an activist. An activist is anyone who is fighting for change in society.Social Capital – Community Values =  High participation rates in civic-minded clubs and sponsors (e.g. Rotary, Lions); this provided both a community connection and resourcing from a Scouts perspective.  Reflective of tighter-knit communities as contrasted with today when these membership-based organizations are also in decline, struggling for relevanceSingle Income households (Women at home) / nuclear families to Dual income households / women in the workplaceAdult Centric – Youth Development = Very much 1970s for SC. Scouts Canada specifically rebuilt its programs; the output of that holistic review (last one before Canadian Path) was a marked shift to adult leadership and more formulaic/canned programming accompanied by adult set badge and competency statements.  Anecdotally - the program was much more youth led and flexible prior.Competition / Options: becoming closer and closer to a commodity market; ultimately the competitive landscape is blurred with parents simply scheduling their children's time.  Many activities are considered comparable across many traditional disparate spaces (sport vs community vs technology vs arts vs other)Program Alternatives / Competition / Choice = “grazing” or sampling is the norm in relation to alternatives. Limited brand / customer loyalty
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• Lack of enjoyment
• Lack of time and interest

• Widening gender gap
• Cost, Fun, Inclusion…

Sport has the same challenge: Canadians are shifting 
from participant to spectator in all amateur sports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Canada and globally, 5- to 19-year-olds say lack of enjoyment, feeling they are not good enough to play and an increase in family and intrapersonal stress were the most common reasons for dropping out of sport.20 Canadians aged 15+ say lack of time (31%) and lack of interest (24%) as the top two reasons they don’t participate in sport with no significant differences between reasons provided by men and women.21 Youth and newcomers also point to feeling vulnerable or not good enough to stay active in sport or learn new ones. 



19Vital Signs: Sports Canada …. ”How can we strengthen 
belonging to each other and our communities?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply put, belonging is being part of a collective we. It’s about how much we believe we fit in a group or place – and how much that place or group welcomes or includes us. It’s the result of connecting with others in rich relationships and engaging in our communities to make them better. Belonging is fundamental to our sense of happiness and well-being.The 2015 Vital Signs report explores the importance of belonging. From healthier and more meaningful lives; safer, more resilient and more inclusive communities; flourishing culture and identity and greater community participation; a greater sense of belonging has an extraordinary capacity to transform our lives and our communities. Yet their (Vital Signs) research found that 38% of Canadians don’t feel like they have a stake in their local community. So we asked: How can we strengthen belonging to each other and our communities?



20Our new and future Scouters want different things – we 
must adapt: Boomers & Millennials

• Boomers (Retiring)
• Millennials (w/Children)
• Micro-volunteering

• Virtual volunteerism
• Mission Impact
• Purpose and profit
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Then Now Future

Local Communities Decline in social capital “One Global World”

Single Income Families Dual-incomes families Diverse households
Alternative Volunteerism

Limited technology Internet & Mobility Internet of Things

Sports & clubs Widespread Choice Competition …..
Growth in Market Share

No “Equal Rights” Multiculturalism Multiculturalism
Diversity & Inclusion

Adult-centric Youth Development Social Entrepreneurship
Environmental Leadership

‘Anti-Social’ Focus ‘Pro-Social’ Focus Positive Youth Development
(Canadian Path: SPICES)

6 Focus Areas

Evolving Trends in Canada and more broadly
An “unofficial” summary of ‘global’ themes influencing Scout Programming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local World – Bigger World – One World: = Canadian Values & Globalization = less internationalism – more connectivity – more integrationSocial Activism: …. an intentional action with the goal of bringing about social change. If you feel strongly about a cause and are working towards a change, you could be considered an activist. An activist is anyone who is fighting for change in society.Social Capital – Community Values =  High participation rates in civic-minded clubs and sponsors (e.g. Rotary, Lions); this provided both a community connection and resourcing from a Scouts perspective.  Reflective of tighter-knit communities as contrasted with today when these membership-based organizations are also in decline, struggling for relevanceSingle Income households (Women at home) / nuclear families to Dual income households / women in the workplaceAdult Centric – Youth Development = Very much 1970s for SC. Scouts Canada specifically rebuilt its programs; the output of that holistic review (last one before Canadian Path) was a marked shift to adult leadership and more formulaic/canned programming accompanied by adult set badge and competency statements.  Anecdotally - the program was much more youth led and flexible prior.Competition / Options: becoming closer and closer to a commodity market; ultimately the competitive landscape is blurred with parents simply scheduling their children's time.  Many activities are considered comparable across many traditional disparate spaces (sport vs community vs technology vs arts vs other)Program Alternatives / Competition / Choice = “grazing” or sampling is the norm in relation to alternatives. Limited brand / customer loyalty
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Focus 1: Increase Market Share – Grow Capacity
Our Canadian youth deserve the Scouting Experience –

Our Mission: “To develop well-rounded youth better 
prepared for success in the World”

Lots of Members
Engaged Youth, 

Volunteers & Parents

Great Program
Well-Rounded 

Youth Development

Better World
Success in the Community, 

Society…Canada
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Increase Market Share – Grow Capacity
An increase in market share to just 2% - would add 
>35,000 youth & swell membership to 100,000 youth 

AB BC MB NB NL NS NT NU ON PE QC SK YT

1%

2%

1.3%
1.4%

0.5%

1.0%

2.0%

1.7%

0.4%

0.1%

1.1%

0.6%

0.1%

0.6%

1.0%

5836 4355 3811 1110 372 20860 3198

Colony, Pack & Troop Membership / Target Age Population [Market Share]
Data from MBA study – November 2018, Statistics Canada – Census 2016
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Focus 1: Increase Market Share – Grow Capacity
Relative to other comparable National Scouting 
Organizations (NSOs) we have the lowest market share

~ 1.3% of with L’ASC (Quebec)



25Diversity – New Markets – Representative
Canada is one of the most multicultural countries in the 
World and Scouting offers opportunities to embrace

Population - Visible minorities in Canada (% of Canadian population)
(Statistics Canada, Census of Population, National Household Survey, Immigration & Diversity)

85% of the ~250,000 
permanent residents become 
citizens every year, which 
gives Canada the highest 
naturalization rate in the world.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
85% of the ~250,000 permanent residents become citizens every year, which gives Canada the highest naturalization rate in the world.
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Focus 3: Inclusion – Education – Acceptance
Youth are more diverse than ever before…. and… 
Mental health and Autism-spectrum is better understood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autism, or autism spectrum disorder, refers to a range of conditions characterized by challenges with social skills, repetitive behaviours, speech and nonverbal communication, as well as by unique strengths and differences. We now know that there is not one autism but many types, caused by different combinations of genetic and environmental influences.The term “spectrum” reflects the wide variation in challenges and strengths possessed by each person with autism.Autism’s most-obvious signs tend to appear between 2 and 3 years of age. In some cases, it can be diagnosed as early as 18 months. Some developmental delays associated with autism can be identified and addressed even earlier. Autism Speaks Canada urges parents with concerns to seek evaluation without delay, as early intervention can improve outcomes.Some facts about autism The 2018 National Autism Spectrum Disorder Surveillance System (NASS) Report estimates autism’s prevalence as 1 in 66 children in Canada. This includes 1 in 42 boys and 1 in 189 girls.An estimated 50,000 teens with autism become adults – and lose school-based autism services – each year.Around one third of people with autism remain nonverbal.Around one third of people with autism have an intellectual disability.Certain medical and mental health issues frequently accompany autism. They include gastrointestinal (GI) disorders, seizures, sleep disturbances, attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety and phobias.
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Focus 4: Differentiate - Environmental Stewards
50 million Scouts making the world’s largest coordinated 
youth contribution to the UN - SDGs



28Focus 5: Alternative Volunteerism & Support
Make it easier and more fun for our future volunteers to 
want to be part of our movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Micro-volunteering describes a volunteer, or team of volunteers, completing small tasks that make up a larger project. Virtual volunteering, the tasks are usually distributed and completed online via an internet-connected device, including smartphones.



29Focus 6: Enable the change – Youth Empowerment
Our Focus….. Implement the Canadian Path, Support 
One Scouts, Enable Positive Youth Development



31Let’s bring the future of Scouting to life!



Scouts.ca

Western Canada
Volunteer Engagement
Fueling Group Commissioners: 
the engine for Scouts Canada

Mark Little
Executive Director – Scouts Canada

Part II

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community / Civic Engagement / Social Capital - Why belonging matters – and what can we learn for the future of ScoutingFrom healthier and more meaningful lives; safer, more resilient and more inclusive communities; flourishing culture and identity and greater community participation; a greater sense of belonging has an extraordinary capacity to transform our lives and our communities. Research from sports and other census data - found that ~40% of Canadians don’t feel like they have a stake in their local community. 



33Townhall Agenda 
1. Not More Civic Broccoli (30 – 45 minutes)

- The World has changed but… We have huge 
potential if we adapt… quickly.

- Case for Change in Scouting – Strategic Directions

2. Focus & Segmentation
 (Positive) Youth Development – the CP Method!
 Canadian Path Navigator – the Road to Health
 Safe Scouting – learning from incidents
 Coming soon – exciting updates for SY2019/20



34Education Objectives
: Positive Youth Development



35Together - we can make a major impact!

Lots of Members
Engaged Youth, 

Volunteers & Parents

Great Program
Well-Rounded 

Youth Development

Better World
Success in the Community, 

Society…Canada

MISSION: To help develop well-rounded 
youth, better prepared for success in 
the world.

VISION: Youth making meaningful 
contributions to creating a better 
world. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making an impact on Scouts Canada’s Mission starts with engaged youth, Volunteers and parents who understand the value of the Scouting program.This coupled with well-rounded youth development on the Canadian Path through the Four Elements – Adventure, Plan-Do-Review, Youth-Led & SPICES – will result in Mission impact.That is, youth prepared for future success and making meaningful contributions to creating a better world, as youth and adults. 



36Scouts non-formal education model and Canadian Path 
are designed for Well-Rounded Youth Development 

Scouter 
Support

Youth 
leadership

CubsBeavers Scouts Venturers Rovers

1. Law and Promise
2. Learning by doing
3. Team (Patrol) system
4. Symbolic framework
5. Personal progression
6. Nature
7. Adult Support
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• Interpersonal & Socialization skills
• Leadership skills
• Physical fitness
• Health & safety mindset
• Problem solving skills
• Success at school
• Honesty and trustworthy
• Treat others with fairness
• Self-confidence
• Empathy & Resilience
• Philanthropy / Volunteerism
• Appreciation of nature & Environ’t

Scouts Canada: Canadian Path Outcomes (SPICES) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Groups across the country deliver quality programming that achieve our Mission through exciting outdoor adventure. From reviving the Scouting spirit in Antigonish, to urban Scouting in Toronto and building stronger communities in Richmond, Quebec and British Columbia- our Vision is being brought to life. As Group Commissioners you play a key role in delivering the Mission in your community. So how do you deliver a great Scouting experience for youth, volunteers and parents? 



38OUTCOMES: SPICES
Key Metrics: 
• Observation of PYD
• Youth Tenure/Retention

Well-rounded citizens with 
pro-social behaviors:
• Interpersonal skills
• Socialization skills
• Leadership skills
• Physical fitness
• Health & safety mindset
• Problem solving skills
• Project management
• Success at school
• Honesty and trustworthy
• Treat others with fairness
• Self-confidence
• Empathy
• Resilience
• Philanthropy/Volunteerism
• Appreciation of nature and 

the environment

THE SCOUT METHOD
Key Metric: Program Maturity
• Patrol (Team) System 
• Youth involvement in Section 

leadership
• Personal goal setting
• Parent engagement
• Planning
• Post-adventure review
• Unique adventures
• Program Area balance

CURRICULUM (THE CANADIAN PATH)
Key Metrics: Content Use, Parent Satisfaction
• (Core) Six Program Areas
• (Supporting) Outdoor Adventure, Personal Achievement, STEM, etc…

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT
Key Metric: Content Use
• Award/Badge programs

• OAS
• Top Section
• Personal Achievement

• Trail Cards
• Program Tools
• Program Partnerships

VOLUNTEER SUPPORT
Key Metric: Volunteer Engagement
• Scouter Development
• Group Health

• Local & Virtual Support
• Scouter Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Groups across the country deliver quality programming that achieve our Mission through exciting outdoor adventure. From reviving the Scouting spirit in Antigonish, to urban Scouting in Toronto and building stronger communities in Richmond, Quebec and British Columbia- our Vision is being brought to life. As Group Commissioners you play a key role in delivering the Mission in your community. So how do you deliver a great Scouting experience for youth, volunteers and parents? 



39OUTCOMES: SPICES
Key Metrics: 
• Observation of PYD
• Youth Tenure/Retention

Well-rounded citizens with 
pro-social behaviors:
• Interpersonal skills
• Socialization skills
• Leadership skills
• Physical fitness
• Health & safety mindset
• Problem solving skills
• Project management
• Success at school
• Honesty and trustworthy
• Treat others with fairness
• Self-confidence
• Empathy
• Resilience
• Philanthropy/Volunteerism
• Appreciation of nature and 

the environment

THE SCOUT METHOD
Key Metric: Program Maturity
• Patrol (Team) System 
• Youth involvement in Section 

leadership
• Personal goal setting
• Parent engagement
• Planning
• Post-adventure review
• Unique adventures
• Program Area balance

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT
Key Metric: Content Use
• Award/Badge programs

• OAS
• Top Section
• Personal Achievement

• Trail Cards
• Program Tools
• Program Partnerships

VOLUNTEER SUPPORT
Key Metric: Volunteer Engagement
• Scouter Development
• Group Health

• Local & Virtual Support
• Scouter Tools

CURRICULUM (THE CANADIAN PATH)
Key Metrics: Content Use, Parent Satisfaction
• (Core) Six Program Areas
• (Supporting) Outdoor Adventure, Personal Achievement, STEM, etc…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Groups across the country deliver quality programming that achieve our Mission through exciting outdoor adventure. From reviving the Scouting spirit in Antigonish, to urban Scouting in Toronto and building stronger communities in Richmond, Quebec and British Columbia- our Vision is being brought to life. As Group Commissioners you play a key role in delivering the Mission in your community. So how do you deliver a great Scouting experience for youth, volunteers and parents? 



40OUTCOMES: SPICES
Key Metrics: 
• Observation of PYD
• Youth Tenure/Retention

Well-rounded citizens with 
pro-social behaviors:
• Interpersonal skills
• Socialization skills
• Leadership skills
• Physical fitness
• Health & safety mindset
• Problem solving skills
• Project management
• Success at school
• Honesty and trustworthy
• Treat others with fairness
• Self-confidence
• Empathy
• Resilience
• Philanthropy/Volunteerism
• Appreciation of nature and 

the environment

VOLUNTEER SUPPORT
Key Metric: Volunteer Engagement
• Scouter Development
• Group Health

• Local & Virtual Support
• Scouter Tools

CURRICULUM (THE CANADIAN PATH)
Key Metrics: Content Use, Parent Satisfaction
• (Core) Six Program Areas
• (Supporting) Outdoor Adventure, Personal Achievement, STEM, etc…

THE SCOUT METHOD
Key Metric: Program Maturity
• Patrol (Team) System 
• Youth involvement in Section 

leadership
• Personal goal setting
• Parent engagement
• Planning
• Post-adventure review
• Unique adventures
• Program Area balance

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT
Key Metric: Content Use
• Award/Badge programs

• OAS
• Top Section
• Personal Achievement

• Trail Cards
• Program Tools
• Program Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Groups across the country deliver quality programming that achieve our Mission through exciting outdoor adventure. From reviving the Scouting spirit in Antigonish, to urban Scouting in Toronto and building stronger communities in Richmond, Quebec and British Columbia- our Vision is being brought to life. As Group Commissioners you play a key role in delivering the Mission in your community. So how do you deliver a great Scouting experience for youth, volunteers and parents? 



41OUTCOMES: SPICES
Key Metrics: 
• Observation of PYD
• Youth Tenure/Retention

Well-rounded citizens with 
pro-social behaviors:
• Interpersonal skills
• Socialization skills
• Leadership skills
• Physical fitness
• Health & safety mindset
• Problem solving skills
• Project management
• Success at school
• Honesty and trustworthy
• Treat others with fairness
• Self-confidence
• Empathy
• Resilience
• Philanthropy/Volunteerism
• Appreciation of nature and 

the environment

THE SCOUT METHOD
Key Metric: Program Maturity
• Patrol (Team) System 
• Youth involvement in Section 

leadership
• Personal goal setting
• Parent engagement
• Planning
• Post-adventure review
• Unique adventures
• Program Area balance

CURRICULUM (THE CANADIAN PATH)
Key Metrics: Content Use, Parent Satisfaction
• (Core) Six Program Areas
• (Supporting) Outdoor Adventure, Personal Achievement, STEM, etc…

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT
Key Metric: Content Use
• Award/Badge programs

• OAS
• Top Section
• Personal Achievement

• Trail Cards
• Program Tools
• Program Partnerships

VOLUNTEER SUPPORT
Key Metric: Volunteer Engagement
• Scouter Development
• Group Health

• Local & Virtual Support
• Scouter Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Groups across the country deliver quality programming that achieve our Mission through exciting outdoor adventure. From reviving the Scouting spirit in Antigonish, to urban Scouting in Toronto and building stronger communities in Richmond, Quebec and British Columbia- our Vision is being brought to life. As Group Commissioners you play a key role in delivering the Mission in your community. So how do you deliver a great Scouting experience for youth, volunteers and parents? 



42BSA partnered with Tufts University to conduct a study to 
prove the positive youth development outcomes



43Over 3 years, the difference between Scouts & non-Scouts 
widened in all positive character attributes



44Meeting attendance, tenure and engagement were found 
to be critical behaviors that delivered the improvements 

• Higher, and regular, 
attendance increases 
and sustains positive 
developmental 
attributes

PROGRAM QUALITY

• Continuance in the    
program – i.e. increasing 
tenure in Scouting     
supports higher         
academic progress

LINKING & PROGRESSION

• Highly engaged youth 
who are registered in 
highly engaged packs 
report higher character 
attributes

PROGRAM DIVERSITY         
SCOUTER COMPETENCY



45Supporting Program Quality
: What good looks like!



46Welcome to the Canadian Path: now what?
We haven’t seen it before – so what should we be to aiming for?



47The Woggle: Scouter Essentials Made Easy

Check out our first-ever newsletter for The Woggle and tell us what you think! 
http://bit.ly/2EqeJkH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pssst, Scouters!�Catch our latest newsletter, The Woggle: Scouter Essentials Made Easy, created just for you. With a focus on program support, each season The Woggle will bring you articles by Scouters from across the country as they share their successes and discoveries along The Canadian Path, as well as tips and games for making your weekly meetings and weekend outings run more smoothly.

https://bit.ly/2EqeJkH?fbclid=IwAR3Wp_yZ0a0E6ooK_Bf0Kog-cHt-OVKhlkv-HOU-U_g-dSpuY1OOscBZM1c


48The Woggle: Scouter Essentials Made Easy

http://www.scouts.ca/wp-content/uploads/scouters/cp-navigator.pdf
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1: Basic 

Programming
2: Scouter-led 
Programming

3: Facilitated 
Programming

4: Youth-led
Programming

Yo
ut

h-
le

d
Team 
System

Section 
Leadership 
Teams

Pl
an

-D
o-

Re
vi

ew

Program 
Planning

Review

SP
IC

ES

Personal 
Progression

Parent 
Engagement

A
dv

en
tu

re Unique
Adventures

Program 
Area Balance

Continuous
Improvement

11% of Sections are consistently stage 3 or higher

Colony - Beavers
Pack - Cubs



56Seasonal Program Quality Assessment
Youth Leadership in Action



57Supporting Groups
: Focus, Segmentation & Empowerment



58Consistent & Standardised Group 
Operations for Mission-Impact Nation-Wide

• Target = New Commissioners
• Expands / Enables onboarding
• Focus on mission alignment
• Support for core skills

The Group Commissioner Training 
& associated Playbook - supports 
Groups to build a vibrant Scouting 
community – consistent with 
National program & requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We thank you for your feedback indicating more support; empowering Group Commissioners to deliver a great experience to youth. We have heard you which is why we are introducing The Group Commissioner Playbook. Compiling Scouts Canada’s policies and procedures, the playbook will equip you  with the knowledge to deliver against the 5 priorities.The Playbook will help guide you through each program cycle using the Plan-Do- Review model providing advice on activities that need to be undertaken through each cycle with associated policies, procedures, supporting tools and resources. The goal of the playbook is to provide a consistent approach to Group operations nation-wide. The content from the playbook will be covered through the weekend. 



59Group Commissioner Training Program
A consistent and Standardised Scouting experience nation-wide

MISSION
Priority Alignment
“The Why - for 

Scouting”

TEAM
People Management

“The How “

VOLUNTEER FOCUS
Engagement, 
Performance, 
Competence

CORE SKILLS
Risk Management

Planning & Standards
“The What “
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Providing Group Support
The role of Support Scouters

1. Use engagements to 
gauge required support and 
needs.

2. Support GCs to ensure all 
sections have a safe, 
quality program.

3. Support GCs to ensure all 
Scouters become ready to 
serve through screening, 
orientation & development.

4. Engage GCs to ensure they 
build capacity to enable 
youth to join.

Helping GCs 
be the Best in 

their Role

Helping 
Sections & 

Groups Grow

Helping Every 
Scouter be 
Ready to 

Serve

Helping Every 
Section be on 
the Canadian 

Path



61Safe Scouting
: Learning from Incidents



62Scouts Canada: Injury types

~30% Minor Incidents: Bruising / 
Swelling – Soft Tissue Damage

~30% Minor Incidents: Cuts / 
Punctures – Soft Tissue Damage

~5% Major Incidents: Fractures
~3% Major Incidents: Concussions



63Scouts Canada: Injury types 2016



64Scouts Canada: Injury Body Part 2015 / 16

(5)

(2)

Head / Face

Hand / Finger



65Scouts Canada: Injury Causes 2016



66Scouts Canada: Injury Causes 2016



67Scouts Canada: Injury Causes – Burns: 2016



692018 Ontario Drowning report



702018 Canada Drowning report



712018 Ontario Drowning report



722018 Ontario Drowning report



732018 Ontario Drowning report



80Coming soon
: Exciting updates for SY2019/20



81Coming soon to a Group near you!

Scouts.ca updates
• Council websites
• BP&P dedicated pages

Geotargeted Marketing
• Focus on growing sections
• New markets

New revenue development
• Youth leadership programs
• Sustainable development goals

Group & Program Support
• Youth leadership 
• Group support & Playbook
• Accelerated GC training
• Dedicated program support
• Updated LMS 

ScoutShop.ca 
• Online update

Join Scouting
• Easier registration
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THANK YOU
For bringing 
the Vision 
to life!
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